Alone With You
Sunnyboys

Intro: Am // C // Am // C // Am // C // then D X 8 beats

Am We can C lock a D way the bad G memories to Am gether C D G
Am Close the C doors to the D past G for Am ever C D E7
F Watching you G touch F we're past this G much

I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig......E7 ht

Am I can't C always re D member G what I Am say C D G
Am I can't C always D take it G having to Am pay C D E7
F Watching you G walk F You know you're G really attractive

I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig......E7 ht

Dm E7 Dm E7

Am I C know it's D hard G when you have Am tried C D G
When the Am converCsation's D terror G you have Am tied C D E7
F Making out you G still don't know
F All I have is alcohol so G let me go

I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig......E7 ht

Dm E7 Dm E7

I'm Am alone with C you ....D ....G
I'm Am alone with C you ....D ....G
I'm Am alone with C you ....D ....G
I'm Am alone with C you ....D ....G
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig G ht
I'm Am alone with C you to D nig......E7 ht

Am C D E7 Am
Am I Ever Gonna See Your Face Again
Angels

Intro Riff
A | E | A | E |

E Went down to Santa Fe where Renoir paints the walls
Described you clearly but the sky began to fall
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain

E Trams, cars & taxis like a waxworks on the move
Carry young girls past me but none of them are you
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain

Bridge
B Without you near me I A got no place to E go
B Wait at the bar A maybe you might show…

Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain

E I’ve got to stop these tears that is falling from my eye
Go walk out in the rain so no one sees me cry
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain

Intro Riff
A | E | A | E |

Bridge
B Can’t stop the memory that goes A climbing through my E brain
B I get no answers so the A questions still remains…

Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain

Intro Riff
A | E | A | E |

Outro six times
Am I A ever going to see your face a E gain
Intro: Over these lyrics four times
C Born to be Bb wi- F -i- Bb -Id

C Get your motor runnin' C Bb/F
C Head out on the highway C Bb/F
C Lookin' for adventure C Bb/F
In what C ever comes our way C Bb/F
Eb Yeah F darlin' gonna C make it happen
Eb Take the F world in a C love embrace
Eb Fire F all of the C guns at once and Eb ex F plode into C space

C I like smoke and lightnin' C Bb/F
C Heavy metal thunder C Bb/F
C Wrestlin' with the wind C Bb/F
And the Cm feelin' that I'm under C Bb/F
Eb Yeah F darlin' gonna C make it happen
Eb Take the F world in a C love embrace
Eb Fire F all of the C guns at once and Eb ex F plode into C space

Like a C true nature's child we were Eb born born to be wild
We could F climb so high Eb I never wanna Cm/ di-i-i-e
C Born to be Bb wi- F -i- Bb -Id C Bb F Bb
C Born to be Bb wi- F -i- Bb -Id C Bb F Bb

Instrumental over C Born to be Bb wi- F -i- Bb -Id

C Get your motor runnin' C Bb/F
C Head out on the highway C Bb/F
C Lookin' for adventure C Bb/F
In what C ever comes our way C Bb/F
Eb Yeah F darlin' gonna C make it happen
Eb Take the F world in a C love embrace
Eb Fire F all of the C guns at once and Eb ex F plode into C space

Like a C true nature's child we were Eb born born to be wild
We could F climb so high Eb I never wanna C die
Outro four times
C Born to be Bb wi- F -i- Bb -Id C Bb F Bb
Get Back
Beatles

Key: D
Strum: Intro/Verse/Chorus | Du Du -u Du | X3 | Du Du D- D- | Start note: A

Intro

Verse
D7 Jojo was a man who thought he was a loner
But G7 he knew it wouldn’t D7 last . C G
D7 Jojo left his home in Tucson, Arizona
For G7 some California D7 grass . C G

Chorus
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G

Instrumental Break

Chorus
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G

Verse 2
D7 Sweet Loretta Martin thought she was a woman
But G7 she was another D7 man . C G
D All the girls around her say she’s got it coming
But G7 she gets it while she D7 can . C G

Chorus
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G

Instrumental Break

Chorus
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G
Get back D7 get back get G7 back to where you once D7 belonged . C G
Honky Tonk Women
Rolling Stones

Intro: G /// - /// - /// (Riff ..)

I G met a gin soaked bar room queen in C memphis Csus4 – C
She G tried to take me A upstairs for a D ride Dsus4 – D
She G had to heave me right across her C shoulder Csus4 – C
Cause I G just can't seem to D drink you off my G mind (Riff)

It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4 – G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)
It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4 – G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)

I G played a divorcee in New York C city Csus4 – C
I G had to put up A some kind of a D fight Dsus4 – D
The G lady then she covered me with C roses Csus4 – C
She G blew my nose and D then she blew my G mind (Riff)

It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4 – G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)
It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4- G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)

(Fast -- Single -- Down -- Strums )

It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4- G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)
It's the G Hoo - D oonky tonk G women Gsus4 – G
G Gimmie, gimmie D gimmie that honky tonk G blues (Riff)

Riff:- Hold G chord
A -2----2---0--------0----2---0---------------
E --------------3-------------------3----0---3-
C -----------------------------

G C Csus4 A D Dsus4 Gsus4
I'll Make You Happy
Divinyls

Riff 8 times E
E I, I give, I give you
I give you love
Give you loving all the time
Give you kisses just like wine
Do her kisses taste like mine
B7 No! no! no!

Chorus
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 mommy said
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 daddy said
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 mommy said to D B

Riff 4 times E
E If, If you, If you don't
If you don't want
If you don't want to be my man
Pass the bottle and the empty cans
I just want to hold your hand
Just B7 me! me! me!

Riff 4 times E
Guitar Solo over E Chord
E I, I give, I give you
I give you love
Give you loving all the time
Give you kisses just like wine
Do her kisses taste like mine
B7 No! no! no!

Chorus Twice
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 mommy said
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 daddy said
E I'll make you G happy A just like your B7 mommy said to D B
Riff 4 times E
Jumpin Jack Flash
Rolling Stones

| Intro | A | G D A | G D | A/ /// | A/ /// |

A G x 2

I was A born in a G cross-fire hurri cane A G
And I A howled at my G ma in the driving rain, A G
But it’s C all G right D now, in fact, it’s a A gas!
But it’s C all G right. Im D jumpin jack flash,
Its a A gas! gas! gas! A A

A G x 2

I was A raised by a G toothless, bearded hag, A G
I was A schooled with a G strap right across my back, A G
But it’s C all G right D now, in fact, it’s a A gas!
But it’s C all G right. Im D jumpin jack flash,
Its a A gas! gas! gas! A A

| A | D G A | D G |
| A | D G A | D G |
| A/// | A/// |

A G x 2

I was A drowned, I was G washed up and left for dead. A G
I fell A down to my G feet and I saw they bled. A G
I A frowned at the G crumbs of a crust of bread. A G
I was A crowned with a G spike right thru my head. A G
But it’s C all G right D now, in fact, it’s a A gas!
But it’s C all G right. Im D jumpin jack flash,
Its a A gas! gas! gas! A A

A Jumping jack flash, D it’s a G gas
A Jumping jack flash, D it’s a G gas
A Jumping jack flash, D it’s a G gas
A Jumping jack flash, it’s a G gas, gas, gas, A
Satisfaction
Rolling Stones

Intro riff four times over these chords
D C D C D C D C

Chorus
D I can't get no G satisfaction,
D I can't get no G satisfaction.
'Cause I've D tried and I've A7 tried and I've D tried and I've G tried.
I can't D get no, C I can't D get no C

When I'm D drivin' in my C car
and a D man comes on the C radio
and he's D tellin' me more and C more
about some D useless information
supposed to D drive my imagination.
I can't D get no, C oh no no D no.

Drums – 2 Bars
Hey D hey hey, C that's what I D say. C

Chorus

When I'm D watchin' my C TV
and a D man comes on to C tell me
how D white my shirts can C be.
But he D can't be a man 'cause he C doesn't smoke
the D same cigarettes as C me.
I can't D get no, C oh no no D no.

Drums – 2 Bars
Hey D hey hey, C that's what I D say. C

Chorus

When I'm D ridin' round the C world
and I'm D doin' this and I'm C signing that
and I'm D tryin' to make some C girl
who tells me D baby better come back C later next week
'cause you D see I'm on C losing streak.
I can't D get no, C oh no no D no.

Drums – 2 Bars
Hey D hey hey, C that's what I D say. C
I can't D get no, C three times
C satisfaction, C no satisfaction, C
C no GIRL D REACTION STOP Hey Hey HEY
Sunshine Of Your Love

Intro A G A Riff X4

Verse 1
A It's getting G near A dawn
When A lights close G their A tired eyes
I'll A soon be G with A you my love
A give you G my A dawn's surprise
I'll D be with C you D darlin', soon
I'll D be with C you D when the stars start falling

Chorus
E I've been G waiting D so long
E To be G where I'm D goin'
E In the G sunshine D of your
E love E
A G A Riff X2

Verse 2
I'm A with you G my A love
The A light shin G ing A through on you
Yes, I'm A with you G my A love
It's the A morning G and A just we two
I'll D stay with C you D darlin', now
I'll D stay with C you D till my seas are all dried up

Chorus
Guitar Solo Over Verse and Chorus Chords
A G A Riff X2

Verse 3
I'm A with you G my A love
The A light shin G ing A through on you hoo.
Yes, I'm A with you G my A love
It's the A morning G and A just we two
I'll D stay with C you D darlin' now
I'll D stay with C you D till my seas are all dried up.

Final Chorus
E I've been G waiting D so long Three Times
E To be G where I'm D goin'
E In the G sunshine D of your
E love E